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Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Technique

**VERY HIGH ENERGY SOURCE**

**GAMMA RAY**

**PHOTON**

**DECREASING ALTITUDE**

**ATMOSPHERE**
Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Technique

**Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Technique**

**CHERENKOV RADIATION:**

\[ V > C_{\text{medium}} \]

**Top of the atmosphere**

- Very High Energy Gamma-ray
- Interaction (pair production)
- Secondary particles
- Cerenkov light
- Photons
- Optical reflector
- Mountain

**Diagram:**

- \( \frac{c}{n} t \)
- \( \beta ct \)
- \( \theta \)
Images of Air Showers
Photomultiplier Tubes

- focus ring electrode
- incoming photon
- photocathode
- photoelectron trajectory
- first dynode
- second dynode
- tertiary electron trajectories
- third dynode
- secondary electron trajectories
Camera Images of Gamma Ray Air Showers
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Four Telescopes

Four View Points
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Everyday...

SOURCE PHENOMENOLOGY
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
OBSERVATION SHIFTS
SOURCE DATA ANALYSIS
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
HARDWARE MAINTENANCE
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MULTI-WAVELENGTH ANALYSIS
PROPOSALS
PUBLICATIONS

...a little closer.
A few things to remember....

APPRECIATE THE IGNORANT STATE

ENJOY THE SEARCH NOT THE ANSWER

USE YOUR PEERS AS A RESOURCE

LEARN TO PROGRAM!